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Access to open records tested in state
BY KASEY DOYLE

News editor

Eastern students gained
knowledge about public information when they participated in a statewide audit to test
Kentucky's open records laws.
More than 100 auditors.
Consisting of college students
and reporters for local daily
and weekly newspapers, were
assigned to audit four agencies
in IN of the state's 120 counties. Fifteen of these auditors
were communication students
at Eastern and were responsible
for auditing 17 counties.
Auditors requested information from the city government,
county judge executive, super-

intendent and the county jail.
The state's eight universities
were also audited, as well as
three state departments.
Auditors were told to act as
though they were citizens with
a vague knowledge of the openrecords law. They were told to
provide their names if asked,
but not to provide any form
of identification because the
state's open-records law does
not require any form of identification to obtain public records.
Eastern graduate Brett
Gibson participated in the
Oct L'l KI'A audit. Gibson was
responsible for obtaining documents from Wayne County.
Three out of the four agencies told me I could view the
documents l was requesting."

Gibson said. "They knew the
law and how they could accommodate me."
The city government employees were most likely to comply
with auditors' requests for COOies of the city budget covering
the 2004-2005 fiscal year. Of
the IJ3 city budgets requested,
auditors were given dwuments
in W cases. Only one city agency did not comply. In 10 counties the audit was judged not
applicable and in three cases
the outcome was uncertain
"The guy at the city welcomed me and showed me
everything I needed." Gibson
said. There weren't any problems there."

judge executives were available
in 7!) of the 109 counties auditeel. In nine counties officials did
not comply, and in 14 counties
the audit was judged not applicable. In seven cases the outcome was uncertain.
Gibson said the city
(Monticello) and the county
judge executive were the easiest to audit.
"They were probably more
so because they deal with the
public and public documents
more so than the Other agencies," Gibson said.
The school superintendent's
compliance was not as good as
the city or county judge executive. The school superinten-

The first quarter of the 2004
expense records of county

See AUDIT, A3
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In October, the Kentucky Press Association performed a state-wide
audit of open records Fifteen Eastern students participated

Team effort
Marcie McDowell/Progress
Keith Marlow. left, and Roger Mattox of Facilities Services splice a
5,000-volt circuit in a manhole near the Moberly Building.

Power-loss repeat
hits five buildings
Managing editor

Walters Hall residents woke
up Saturday morning with no
electricity.
Around 3 a.m., a junction of
an old cable and a switch failed
causing a five-building power
outage, James Street, director of
Facilities Services, said.
The Burner Building, Carter
Building. Dizney Building and
the Ramsey Building and Heat
Plant were also affected.
Kenna Middleton. director
of University Housing, said the
decision was made to leave
Walters Hall residents in the
residence hall when the power
initially went out.
"At 3 a.m. it didn't seem in
the best interest of the students
to get people up." Middleton
said.
Middleton said the Walters
Hall staff had a meeting and figured out which students would
need to get up to go to work,
and they woke those students
up in plenty of time for them to
get ready for work.
"We were preparing to
make secondary housing
assignments." Middleton said.
"Anything we can do to keep
from doing that we are going to
try first."
Signs were hung throughout
Walters Hall informing students
of the situation and options they
had during the |x>wer outage.
The housing staff arranged
for the Walters Hall residents
to use the lobbies of several
nearby residence halls to watch
television, use the computers or
do homework.

"We also provided bathrooms in nearby residence
halls so students could take a
hot shower and get ready for
the day," Middleton said. "We
offered students options for that
day with hopes of leaving students in their rooms."
Power was completely
restored around 4 p.m. Saturday,
Street said.
"In order to restore power,
we spliced out the switch that
had failed," he said. "Rather than
take the chance of the switch
failing again, we just decided to
take it out of service."
Street said the switch will be
replaced by the completion of a
campus-wide electrical update
scheduled for Feb. 27, 200<i.
"This power outage was the
best of all possible situations,"
Street said. "The temperature
was mild, there were not a lot
of students on campus and the
power came back up quickly."
Middleton said the Walters
Hall residents were very understanding during the outage.
"I don't think anyone is ever
thrilled when the power goes
out." she said. "Students know
the university is making progress to fix the electrical system
and they tend to be understanding."
Street and the other employees of Facilities Services worked
very hard to restore power as
quickly as possible, Middleton
said.
"F.veryonc in Facilities
Services is very g(x>d to our students," she said.
Reach Megan at
megan hansen4@eku.edu

Nathan Gray/Progress
From left to right, Beau Whitaker, Jacob Todd and Chip Clay of Somerset High School celebrate a win Saturday during the All A"
Classic semi-finals. The team went on to play in the finals on Sunday, but lost to University Heights Academy ot Hopkinsville

Eastern supports
All 'A' Classic
BY TRACY HANEY

Editor

Bob Flynn/Progress
Fans from South Floyd High School cheer on their team during
the Touchstone Energy All "A" Classic basketball tournament
More than 17.000 people bought tickets for the five-day event.

More than 50,0(10 people
flooded Mclirayer Arena last
week, but it wasn't Colonel
basketball they came to
watch.
Instead players and fans
made their way from all
over the state to take part
in the high school basketball tournament portion of
the Touchstone Energy All
"A" Classic, which features
schools with a maximum
enrollment of 525 in the top
three grade levels.
The tournament started
Wednesday morning with a
total of '.\2 men's and women's teams. It ended Sunday
with University Heights

Academy of Hopkinsville winning the men's tournament
and Christian Academy of
Louisville taking home the
women's title.
All "A" began 2(5 wars
ago. but this is the 14m year
Fastern has hosted th«- tournament
Mark Cross, the conference and event manager lor
Continuing Education and
Outreach Development, said
one reason Eastern has an
interest in All "A" is it fulfills
Eastern's "mission to reach
out to smaller schools."
Other reasons include the
publicity it brings to Eastern,
and it provides tin- university
an opportunity to partner with
Richmond. Cross added.

See ALL V. A3

Holes in ID cards lead to suspension of electronic access
BY MEGAN JQNES

Assistant news editor

When Melissa Weigand got
her II) card, she punched a
hole in it so she could carry it
on a key chain. Big mistake.
As a result, her card
wouldn't open the door to her
residence hall.
Weigand, a freshman elementary education major, lives
in Palmer Hall and has experienced problems with the new
proximity card reading sys-

tem since it was activated in
January.
Director of University
Housing Kenna Middleton
said punching a hole on the
edges of the ID card damaKes
the copper antenna used for
recognition by the proximity card system. The antenna
runs along the entire width of
the card on residential student
IDs. and proximity card readers cannot recognize damaged
cards with punched holes.
In an effort to help solve

the ID dilemma. University
Housing has deactivated the
proximity card readers campus-wide until the week of
March 21. Secondary entrances with prop alarms systems
will remain active. Prop alarms
sound if a door is left open for
a set amount of time and will
not stop sounding until the
door is closed.
"Now, since the door is
unlocked, it is better." Weigand
said. "But before we would
have lo wail lor someone or

get |the desk worker's] attention, so they could get up and
let (students) in by opening
the door."
The problem arose during the activation of the new
campus security system.
Middleton said.
Some students without
holes punched in their IDs
have experienced problems
activating the proximity card
system.
There were a small number
of defective cards," Middleton

said. "1 am not really sure that
we know what the problem is.
but we are able to see those
cards in the system. Those
cards will be collected and reissued ai no charge, just as
the cards with holes punched.
The only case that I know of
where students had non-resident cards were those where
the student lived off campus in
the tall when cards were distributed and moved on campus
in tin1 spring."
Lindsay Brock, a junior ps>

etiology major and resident
assistant at Palmer Hall, also
experienced difficulty getting
into her residence hall because
of a hole-punched ID card
before .ill -vslini- were deactivated. She is in the process of
getting her ID card replaced.
"My card doesn't work, and
I'm a resident assistant, so I
have to get into the building.''
Hrock said. "So the (deactivalion) is helping me out, I don't
have to have the desk worker
See SECURITY, A5
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Happenings

► News Briefs
Compiled by Casey Castle

President repeals
window decoration
housing policy

• Thursday
10 a.m. -2 p.m.
The EKU Summer Camp Job Fair will be held
in the Powell lobby.
•Friday
11 a.m.
The women's tennis team will play Dayton at
the Greg Adams Tennis Center.
7 p.m.
The men's tennis team will play Dayton at the
Greg Adams Tennis Center.

• Saturday
8 a.m.
The women's tennis team will play Lipscomb
at the Greg Adams Tennis Center.
4 p.m.
The women's tennis team will play Wright
State at the Greg Adams Tennis Center.

Eastern President Joanne
Glasser repealed the housing policy prohibiting window
decor in residence halls on
Monday.
Glasser will work with student leaders to develop a new
housing regulation that allows
residence windows as a venue
for expression.

Fourth Annual
President's Ball set
for Feb. 25
The Student Activities
Council will host the Fourth
Annual President's ball from 8
p.m. until midnight on Feb. 25
in the Keen Johnson Ballroom.
The event is formal and tickets
will be sold Feb. 7-17 in Powell
132. Black tie attire is optional.
Admission is free for fulltime students with a valid II>.
Part-time students, members

3 p.m.
The Greek Leadership and Scholarship
Ceremony will be held in the Brock
Auditorium.

• Tuesday
3:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
The Criminal Justice Training Program will
sponsor a Central Kentucky blood drive in the
main lobby of Thompson Hall.
7 p.m.
The Office of Multicultural Affairs and FUSION
will sponsor "Honoring the Black Student:
Past and Presenf in the Student Services
Building Auditorium.

Eastern writing
project hosts study
group conference
The Eastern Kentucky
University Writing Project will
host a study group conference
on Feb. 2(i for educators interested in improving literacy
instruction.
Hie goal of the project is to
support and promote the best
practices in writing instruction
through professional development that focuses on teachers
teaching teachers.
The event will be held
from 8 a.m. to A p.m. in the
Wallace Building. The cost is
$45 per person and the registration deadline is Feb. 18.
Registration information can
be found at www.ekuwritingproject.com or by calling Sally
Martin at 622-2992.

Men's club soccer
team holds tryouts
Feb. 25, 26
Hie EKU Men's Soccer Hub
will hold tryouts Feb. 25 from
:s p.m.-5 p.m. and Feb. 2l> from
9 a.m.-ll a.m. at the intramural
fields. Those trying out must
bring a valid Eastern student
II). a copy of your class schedule, some water, a ball, cleats
and shin guards. For information, contact Chris or Jordan at

ekuchib8occerOyahoo.com.

Colleges against
Cancer looking for
relay team captains
Colleges against Cancer
will hold a team captains meeting at 9 p.m. on Feb. 22 in the
Powell Building for this year's
Relay for life.
Students can learn how
to start a Relay for Life team.
Team .captains already registered must attend the meeting.
This year's Relay for Lite
will be from (i p.m. April 1 until

•i a.m. on April 2 in the Weaver
Gym.
For more information about
starling a team or Relay for
Fife contact I'atti at 622-2803.

Eastern Theatre
presents 'Guys and
Dolls'
Tickets for the Eastern
Theatre production of "Guys
and Dolls" will be sold at the
Gifford Theatre box office
starting Monday and continuing through lib. 25.
EKU Theatre will present the Broadway musical in
a joint production with the
EKU department of music
in the (iifford Theatre of tinCampbell Building. The musical will be presented Feb. 2'A
through Feb. 26al 8 p.m.
Tickets are $(> for students
and .$8 for adults. The box
office is open 12 p.m. - 4 p.m.
weekdays.

► Police Beats
Compiled by Megan Jones

'The following reports were
filed with Eastern's Division of
Public Safety between Jan. 28
and Feb. 7.

• Sunday

of the community, faculty and
staff can purchase tickets for
SIS a person or $25 per couple.
Proceeds benefit the Joanne
K. Glasser Scholarship Fund.

Jan. 28
Someone in Martin Hall
reported he found a paper flyer
posted on the wall on fire. Me
extinguished it and activated
the fire alarm.

Charlotte I). Antonchak of
Richmond was arrested by
bench warrant and charged
with possession of marijuana
and drug paraphernalia and
contempt of court.

marijuana, drinking alcoholic
beverages in a public place and
possession of open alcoholic
beverage container in a motor
vehicle.
A microwave oven had burned
food and emitted smoke, triggering the fire alarm at Keene
Hall.
Feb. 2
Someone reported a personal
laptop computer missing from
an office in Model School.
A person near campus reported being harassed by a person
known to her.

Jan. 31
A person reported his vehicle
had been broken into at the
Keene Hall Lot and several
items were stolen.

Someone reported finding remnants of marijuana during room
inspections at Keene Hall.

Feb. 1
Charles Edward Watts of
Richmond was arrested and
charged with possession of

Feb. 3
Public Safety responded to the
Keith Building in reference to
a theft complaint. Someone
reported thai an industrial

CJT2T
Martin Hall
Convenience Store

Jumbo Hot Dogs
$1.99

Far stated tlmanir
legilarttf priced $129

Stop by and pick up

strength dolly had been taken
from the mechanical room.
Someone reported his cellular phone was stolen in the
Wallace Building.
Feb. 4
Someone reported that his cellular phone was taken in the
Weaver Building.
A resident of Palmer Hall
repotted receiving threatening
telephone calls.
Feb. 6
The fire alarm was activated
in McGregor Hall due to some
smoke in the basement apartment.
Someone reported being
assaulted in the fountain area
of the Powell Building by a per
son known to her.
A fire alarm was activated in
Brockton because of the smoke

from food left on a burner.

A person reported the theft
of his books in the Powell
Building.
Larry W. Acton of Lexington
was arrested and charged with
running a red light, no insurance, possession of marijuana
and drug paraphernalia.
Feb. 7
Paul David Kardon of
Richmond was arrested and
charged with possession of
marijuana and drug paraphernalia.
Andre Phillip Von Eden of
Richmond was arrested and
charged with receiving stolen
property, possession of marijuana and two possessions of
controlled substances
Someone reported a damaged
shower faucet in the Weaver
Building.
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AUDIT: Eastern supplies
two of three open records

Kentucky's County-by-County
Overall Compliance

From Page Al
dents salary and compensation
package was provided to audi
tors in 56 ol the 11" counties
'audited, li was denied in 13
counties, and in 17 counties the
audit was judged not applicable.
In 25 counties the outcome was
uncertain.
"When I went in and asked
for the superintendent's salary,
the lady I talked lo was wary
but went and asked the superintendent," (dbson said. "He
either knew If what I was asking for was a public document
or he called someone. When
they found out ii was a public
record they did everything they
could i" get me the Information. They asked for my name
and address. I didn't have to
pay leu an envelope or stamp
and I n ivived ihe document
I was asking for in the mail a
couple of days later."
Hie cpunty jails wen- Ihe
least likely t<> comply with the
auditor's requests for the jail
log from the past 18 hours, Of
flie 113 jails or police agencies audited, only 28 complied;
i>7 did not. In 13 counties, the
audit was judged not applicable
because the jail was closed or
the record was unavailable. In
five counties Ihe outcome was
uncertain.

Gibson said the most difficult audit was the Wayne
County Detention Center.
"The person I talked to was
real hateful sounding.'' Gibson
said. "As soon as I asked for the
jail log they turned me away.
They were really incompliant
with what I wanted."
A reporter for The
Associated Press requested
public records from the stale
Attorney General's office, the
Teachers' Retirement System of
Kentucky and the Department
of Fish and Wildlife Resources.
Kentucky Press Association
employees also sent e-mails
to the athletic department,
police department and university foundation al the eight state
.universities requesting public
records.
Of Ihe 24 requests, eight did
nol respond, one denied the
request and one referred the
request to a different office.
Five of the eight university
police departments complied
with tin' requests to obtain
copies ol assault reports that
occurred on campus from July
I, 2004 through the date of the
request in October. Morehead
and Western did not respond,
and Murray State deified the
request.
Four of the eight universities
provided copies of their founda-

75 to 100%Corrpllanr:e
SO tc 75 % Compliance
Less than 50%
Currently nol Audited
WWZ

Not Applicable

Chns Gabel/P'c
Above is the break down for the 114 counties audited by the Kentucky Press Association for compliance to open records requests.
lions' budgets. Morehead Stale
University. The University of
Louisville and the University ol
Kentucky did not respond to
the request. Eastern provided
a mailing address to direct the
request.
Five of the eight university
athletic departments responded
to the e-mail, which requested
a copy of the athletic director's contract. Kentucky State
University. Murray Stale and

the I Iniversity ol Louisville did
not respond to the requests.
"If someone is in public
office and there are documents
that are public domain, you
should know the law and how
the law applies to your office,"
Gibson said.
John Nelson, former president of I'hi' Kentucky Pi ess
Association and managing editor of the Danville Advocate
Messenger, said he was not

surprised b\ the results ol Ihe
audit.
"I think thai the problems
we had with the jailer-, was
anticipated,'' Nelson said. "Ill'
level ol knowledge and compliance elsewhere was also what
We expected."
Nelson said the audit could
not have been successful without the help ol university students, who seemed excited to
participate in Ihe audit

"It was comforting for us in
know students wen- getting an
introduction to open i ecords
to carrj into their professional
experience." Nelson said.
"I think the audit will •benefit the state il those who didn't
comply read up on the lavs and
what we did and learn what tin
law i-." (lil)--iin said.
Reach Kasey at
Kasey I'mh 7@eku.edu

Open records requests ALL 'A': Eastern partners with city for tournament
submitted by Progress
From Page Al

,.

BY TRACY HANEY
i

.

The Eastern Progress sent
two open records requests lo
University Counsel Cheryl
Harris last Thursday.
The requests were for
"access to and copies of a list of
faculty for the 2004-2005 school
year including information pertaining t'i race, gender, position and salary" and "access
to and copies of the 2003-2004
and 2004-2005 budgets for
Eastern Kentucky University's
Foundation Hoard."
The request lor the
Foundation's budget was
referred to tin- chairman of the
board. Dustan McCoy.
Harris agreed to provide a
report listing the names, positions and salary of the 20042005 faculty. She denied the
portion on race and gender of
each faculty member stating it
is "personally' identifiable information wherein the public disclosure thereof would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy."
The Counsel did offer to provide statistical data of the race
and gender on the university's
2(K»4-L'(H).r) faculty.
A similar request was made
by the University of Kentucky's
campus newspaper. The
Kentucky Kernel, in August
2001.
UK denied Ihe request for

25

$1

birthdate, race and gender
of employees citing the same
exemption as Eastern's counsel.
'Hie newspaper later took its
request to the attorney general
who ruled in favor of the university.
When UK was informed die
Kernel planned to bring suit
against the university in Fayette
County Circuit Court, it agreed
lo provide information on race.
gender and ages of all employees, but Ihe employees were to
remain unidentified,
With the results of the
fulfilled request the Kernel
revealed women at UK "lagged
behind in pay. prestige and
power." in a December 2002
article.
The (Louisville) CourierJournal filed a request similar
to Ihe Progress' Foundation
budget request for the
University of Louisville's
Foundation budget, but was
denied.
On Nov. 21. 2003 a Kentucky
Court of Appeals ruled unanimously the University of
Louisville's Foundation is a public agency subject to Kentucky's
Open Records Act because it
is an agency controlled by the

university.
The Progress plans to pursue

both open records requests.
Reach Tracy al
tracyJianey5VSeku. edu

"Usually whai benefits
Richmond benefits Eastern,"
truss said. "Il keeps people
spending their dollars here."
Jill Price, coordinator
for Continuing Education and
Outreach Development, said il
was estimated last year's tournament brought around $:i.i!i
million into the city.
"(Richmond and Eastern]
work really well together." -Insaid.
The tournament is funded
by three sources.
The Touchstone Energy
Cooperative of Winchester
sponsors the event. Funds are
also provided by the city of
Richmond.
Eastern does not make a
monetary contribution, but provides the location al a discounted price, the event workers and
shuttles, Cross said.
Richmond "significantly
increased its financial contribution" for this year's All "A."
which helped Eastern cut down

its expenditures.

Concession profits went to
Aramark with a percentage
to the university. Price said.
Ticket sales went to help pay
some of the expenses of the All
"A" and to scholarships.
Eastern provided funding
for five of the ,r»r> $1,000 scholarships awarded through the All
"A" Classic.
Other All "A" events hosted at Fastern in January and
February included an art com-

petition, an ROTC competition
and a music competition, A
banquet was held for the win
ners Saturday in the Perkins
Building.
Despite slati- wide publicity efforts, some students at
Eastern were unaware of Ihe
basketball tournament
Amanda Stephens, a senior
elementary education major
from Stanford, wasn't sure what
was going on when she pulled
into the Alumni Coliseum
Parking Lot last Wednesday.
The
Pa rkinn
a nd
Transportal ion Services
Department sent a mass e-mail
to students notifying them of
the potential parking problems
the Tuesday afternoon before
the tournament.
Stephens said she didn't gel
the e-mail until it was too late.
"I was very frustrated."
Stephens said. "I didn't know
what was going on until I got
to class."
Price said the west side ol
the Alumni Coliseum lot was
reserved for Students, but I ill
additional spots were added
to the east side and were filled
first before the west side ol the
lot was open to commuters.
Visitors were not charged
parking fees for ihe tournament. Cross said it would
cause even more of a backup
on the Eastern Bypass lo stop
vehicles when entering Alumni
Coliseum.
"Il would be more complicated than the money coming in,"
Price said, adding ticket prices
may eventually be increased lo

Marcie McDowell/Progress
Students and faculty shared their parking with All "A" fans last week
including a parking lee.
with tin- number ol high
school students attending the
tournament, Price said the universit) i-- lacking in it- recruiting efforts.
An admissions table is set
up for students, Price said, bui
further efforts are being considered.
In order tortile All "A" to be
a succe-s. Price said it take- a
lot of help from different areas
ol Ihe university.
Facilities Service- workers
put in additional hours for the
tournament helping to clean
and prepare McUraycr Atena.
"Ihe custodial -tall play- a
very major role." said James
Street, director ol Facilities
Service-. "Our plight in life ito provide service and we're
happy to do that."
Public safety also helped
with«the event. Officers wire

added to provide security for
the referees and to help with
traffic,
Price -aid ihe tournament
also took the cooperation ol
the athletics department and
mass communication, which
are housed in the lower level ol
Alumni Coliseum.
When it comes lo the All "A
i lassie. Price said there is a
mixed response from Eastern.
" I hose who really see the
big picture of what All "A" is
about ... want to keep il in
Richmond.'' Price said.
The tournament will con
tinue ai Eastern for at leasl Ihe
next two years.
This was the first year ol
a three-year contract binding
touchstone, Richmond .md
Eastern lothe All "A'< lassie
Reach Tracy at
tracy ha in y5<ti ku edu

West Main PeHtistry

Beers

.'■

ALL DAY
EVERYDAY

i Emergency
Treatments
i tooth Whitening
- Filling!

.„,..........

" M >.«. .H ,.«li-.n. J .Wnul ■!;..»>

K

6U itn

• Root Canal*
• Extractions
• Cleaning
ami other general denial need*

Dr. Felix Johnson D.M.D,
Dr. l-ee Simpson D.M.D.
Dr. Ed Brents DM. S.

\.««|M % HMIW a, ni«J in«Mr«ru<

Shepherd ^SUZUKl&

Attention

INAPA Service Center

Tutors are immediately needed for the following

OPEN: MON-FRI
7:30 AM-5:30 PM
SAT 8:00 AM-1:00 PM

MrH
AUTOCAR*
CBHilR

• TIRES

• MUFFLERS
• OIL CHANGES
• MECHANICAL
REPAIRS
• AIR CONDITIONER
•TRANSMISSIONS

• BRAKES
• ALIGNMENTS
• COMPUTER BALANCING
•ALL PARTS & LABOR
ARE WARRENTED
6 MONTHS/6.0OO MILES

859-624-5500
10% DISCOUNT TO ALL STUDENTS AND STAFF
OF EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
290 EKU Bypass - Richmond. KY 40475

courses: CHE 112, CHE 325, COM 420, COR 201,
EC0110, GCM 211, MAS 323, NAT 101, PUB
375. Pay starts at $6.50/hr. If interested, please
call the Office of Services for Individuals with

ES

Disabilities at 622-2933 or visit SSB 361 as soon
as possible! Please leave a message of interest
with your name and contact information.

G

Attention
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Gen. ed. course descriptions
being rewritten to satisfy SACS
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Casey Castle/Progress

Wise crack
ANT invaded campus last Thursday to entertain students in th° Brock Auditorium as part ot
Thursday Alternative Getaway. ANT. who's real name is Tony Kalloniatis. was on NBC's "Last
Comic Standing" and hosts "Celebrity Fit Club" on VH1.

Therapeutic recreation class
allowed into Fayette Co. schools
skills, she said.

iHAGANS
News .
Eastern students! have the
first chance to teach therapeutic recreation to Fayette
County hiiddle school students with the help ol
Michelle Gerken, associate
professor ol recreation and
park administration.
Gerken received permission from a Lexington school
principal to teach therapeutic
recreation. Two other schools
welcomed Gerken and her
project as well.
With this being the first
time therapeutic recreation
is allowed in the schools,
(ierken said it makes her leel
excited to he a part of it.
"Tile possibilities are wide
open," she said. "It's not for
self motives. I'm alter education. I'm interested in the
students."

Gerken and the Eastern
students involved with the
program will make two trips
to three locations every week
for four hours a day. During
this time they will be working
on problems such as friendship and team building skills,
social skills, and problem
solving.
A benefit of the program,
(ierken said, is middle school
students are able to accomplish the needed skills, such
as handling their anger and
practicing good manners in
a fun way. The students do
not notice they are building

Therapeutic recreation is
there to teach students who
have been diagnosed with a
learning or behavior disability. The program is not geared
toward children who choose

to misbehave
The therapeutic recreation project allows Eastern's
students to gain experience
working with middle school
students with disabilities, and
is ore way Eastern is helping
to meet the requirements of
the Students with Disabilities
Art
"We are not teaching them
reading or anything like that,"
Gerken said. They are using
games to teach students problem solving skills that affect
their social lives.
(ierken said lew parents
know about therapeutic recreation and understand that
it can be requested in any of
the Fayette County Schools,
(ierken defines therapeutic
recreation as the use of recreation, therapy, and interventions for the purpose ol
meeting educational, social
and emotional noals.
(ierken said therapeutic
recreation services already
exist lu-re at Eastern, but
they need to be used.
So far we just have a handful of students assisting
with therapeutic recreation.
(ierken said.
Students who wish to
be involved with this project must have a recreation

Check Out
Eastern's Talk Show
LIVE from Studio B
Wednesday nights at 7:30 p.m.
tune to channel 76 on campus
Cant catch it Wednesday? Don't
worry, you can tune in for the
repeats on Friday and Monday.
at 7:30 p.m.

background, be enrolled
in Eastern' Therapeutic
Recreation in Schools REC
.r>;»()/7W). have prior course
work in upper level classes in
tin area or meet the graduate
study requirements. Kastern
students with criminal justice,
occupational therapy, family
studies, education or recreation and psychology majors
may also been involved in the

program.
For some students, the program provides another career
option anil by supporting
the project, (ierken said the
community will participate in
the educational system and
encourage the proper placement of Eastern students who
are trying to find the right
major for them
Eastern students who take
part in therapeutic recreation
are responsible for keeping
lesson plans, daily progress
notes and submitting a final
paper.
(ierken said she is in the
process of writing a urant to
fund the therapy trips. Once
the urant has been funded,
(ierken said her goal is to
branch out statewide.
(ierken said she hopes
to put out a set of literature
focused on therapeutic recreation in the schools.
For more information contact (ierken on campus at 1)222314.

Reach Havanna at
havnIIna liana>is"eku.edu

\ew general education
requirements are supposed to
Ho into effect before the fall
2(NMi semester but not before a
major project to approve every
general education course is
completed
Tom Watkins. chair of the
committee that assesses general education, told the Faculty
Senate Monday every course
beitiK offered as a general education course starting in the
fall 2006 semester will have to
be approved by departmental curriculum committees
and the l;niversity General
Education Committee.
"Ii the degree program you
are teaching in uses general
education courses as supportinn courses, you need to let
the department that offers
the general education course
know that you want to continue iisinn the course as a supporting course." Watkins said.
The overhaul to the gen;
eral education requirements
is being done to help Eastern
prepare for the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools re-accreditation in
2IHI7. Watkins said.
In order to have general
education courses approved
each department will have to

design tin- course to meet the
goals and learning objectives
of the university.
The general education goals
and objectives are to "promote
learning that is central to
intellectual pursuit-- and that
will enable students to make
informed choices about matters of public and personal significance in a diverse, democratic society and global community."
Faculty teaching each gen
eral education course will have
to write a syllabus relating the
class to the university's goals
and objectives. Watkins said.
"Professors will have to
identity a method lor assess
inn (he noals and objectives as
required by SACS." he said.
The final course description will then be submitted to
the departmental curriculum
committee and the University

General Education Committee
In order for tin- new fall

2006 undergraduate catalogs
to be printed, all changes to
general education must be
completed by December 2005,
"We are preparing a document to help departments
design new courses and revise
the old ones." Watkins said.
"The guidelines will be out
soon.
Watkins is optimistic the
design Ol the new general edu-

cation requirements will be fin
ished by December,
"I think we have many classes that are well-designed and
won't have to be redesigned,"
he said. "We an- all going to
be working hard in the near
future to complete this project."
During other faculty
Senate business. University
President Joanne Glasser told
the senate as of Jan. 31, more
than si. I million from 5.267
donors had been donated to
the Foundation Hoard since
July 1,2004.
"This is a 2(1 percent
increase in funds from last
year and a 33 percent increase
in donors." (ilasser said.
Faculty Senate Chair
Carolyn Siegel told tin- sen

ate about themed roundtables
beginning next week. The first
roundtable will be from 11:30
a.m. until 1 p.m. on Feb. 16 in
the faculty Club in tin- Keen
Johnson building. The discussion topic will be alterna-,
lives to merit. There will also
be roundtable discussions on
March 21 and April 12.
Tin- next faculty Senate
meeting will be at 3:30 p.m. on
March 14 in the Keen Johnson
South Ballroom.

Reach Megan at
megan kansen4 "eku.edu

Students will rally for higher education;
senate members encouraged to attend
BXKASEY_DQYLE
News editor
Students have a chance to
voice their concerns about the
rising costs of tuition and reoccurring cuts in higher education at the Rally for Higher
Education in Frankfort next
week.
Tuesday at the Student
Government Association senate meeting, President lattice
Melching encouraged senate
members to attend the event
and said he is hoping to send
4.r> to fid Kastern students to
this event.
The rally is Wednesday and
students will depart at 8 a.m.

In Frankfort, students will
have a chance to meet with
local representatives and
attend the House Education
Committee Meeting. The
rally will include nuest speakers Kentucky Secretary of
State Trey (irayson. and State
Treasurer Jonathan Miller
MelchinK said students
interested in attending the
rally should sign up in the
S(iA office, located in the
Powell Building.
Senate members also discussed concerns about park-

ing and transportation issues
on campus.
Mark Jozefowicz, director
of Parking and Transportation.
and Mark Welker. police
chief, attended the meeting to
address the concerns brought
up by senate members.
The shuttle bus service
and the public safety escort
service were two issues
brought up during the meeting.
Senate member Doc Fifer
said a lot of female students
are reluctant to use the escort
services provided by public
safety because they have general distrust of the cadets.
Jozefowicz and Welker
Stressed an extensive back
ground investigation was done
on each cadet.
Visibility of the cadets was
also a concern brought up bysenate members, and many
suggested inviting the cadets
to freshman orientation.
"You should be visible
because you have parents who
an- concerned and (students)
who are concerned." said
Heather l.aRut', a senate member.
Handicapped parking was
also an issue brought up by

senate members, and many
addressed concerns of students illegally parking in handicapped parking spaces.
"I've heard quite a lot of
stories, and I don't think you
guys are doing enough in that
aspect." said Leah McQuadc,
a member ol senate.
Jozefowicz said Parking and
Transportation do the "very
best job we can" in dealing
with handicapped parking.
"If (people) are parked illegally in a handicapped spot.
we're going to tow them out."
lie said.
Senate members said
they are willing to help public safety and the Parking and
Transportation Department
deal with tin- issues.
"If there are negative perceptions, we do want to help
you with those," said SGA
Executive Vice President
C'olman Elridge.
Welker said any issues or
concerns with parking and
transportation should be
brought to public safety or the
Parking and Transportation

department.

Reach Kasey at
kasey_doyle 7Weku. edit

Large
1 Topping

HDS6.98
Domino's
Pizza

Expires 1/27/04

623-0030

•Valid only with EKU ID

For Miranda
Our first date past
The second came soon
From that first night
Came thoughts of you
Your voice, that siren's song
Graces my anxious ears
Short moments of fast fled hours
That we may speak our minds
In lonely moments apart
comes the deafening silence
I listen In vain
And I think of you
Hand in hand, we walk away short miles
hours shrink into nothingness
the sun sets, and Heaven spins Round
a day long kiss seems too short by far
As I lay my head to Rest
sleep finally claims me
And with closed eyes
I dream

I1
I
*
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CHI OMEGA WELCOMES
OUR NEWEST MEMBERS:
Jessica Geyer
Undse Mitchell
Brooke Noble
Ashley Payne

we V You!

ARE YOU READY
FOR SPRING BREAK?
Oceanfront Tan-In
859-623-8993
We have New Lamps
& 2005 lotions
Available are:
• 14-30 min. beds
• 1-15 min stand-up unit
• Air Brush tanning by professionally
trained and certified technicians.
• Gift Shop
"Voted #1 tanning salong for 10 years by the Richmond Register
All employers trained and recertified by Smart Tan every year
BRING THIS AD IN AND GET

$5.00 QFF
And I think of you
Happy Valentine's Day,
Sam

OR ANY

lOVmsT

YOUR FIRST AIR BRUSH
PACKAGE
OR HIGHER

^
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Board, public to discuss weapons
RICHMOND PASSES ORDINANCE
BANNING TRANSPORT IN CITY
By KASEY DotLE
edrtot
Richmond residents and
Bastern students have a chance
to voice llu'ir opinions and concerns about the Blue Crass
Army Depol at the Chemical
Destruction Community
Advisory Hoard meeting al 1
p.m. OTI Tuesday in the Perkins
Building.
The board will discuss
issues related to the chemical
weapons destruction effort at
the Blue (irass Army I lepot.
The board meets quarter
ly and held its last meeting in
October L'tXl-l Madison County
Judge-Executive Kent Clark
and Craig Williams, director of the Chemical Weapons
Working Croup, co-chair the
board.
The board was formed in
October 2003 as a way to gel
the community and local government involved with the Blue
(irass Army Depot.said Mickey

Morales, public involvement
manager of Bechtel Parsons
Blue (irass.
Williams said the main focus
of the meeting will be the depol
budget cuts and transportation ol chemical weapons He
said the community will also
be updated on emergency
response and the condition of
the weapons stockpile.
The meeting Hives residents
a chance to discuss the depol
"openly, honestly and up front."
said Morales, It ^ives the
community a chance to work
together to solve the issues
with tin' depot,
Michael W. Wynne, acting
under secretary of defense
acquisition, technology and
logistics, was invited to attend
the meeting to discuss mat
ters involving the depot and
to "explain the basis lor the
divisions." but he was unavailable dni' to schedule conflicts.
Williams said.
According to a press release
by the United States Army

Chemical Materials Agency, as
ol Jan. 1'ii chemical weapons
disposal operations in Utah,
Mai \ laud, Vlabamu, Oregon
and on Johnston Island have
resulted hi the destruction
oi almost .'. i perci nt ol ihe
nation's declared chemical
weapon- stockpile Disposal
operations are sol to begin in
Arkansas and Indiana in the
coming months.
The Blue (irass Army Depot
in.iv face ili lays in the disposal
oi chemical weapons due to
funding cuts within George
\V. Bush's 2005 fiscal budget
The Department ol Defense
has directed Ihe Ami) to study
alternatives lo dispose ol the
weapons, which includes trans
polling the chemical Weapons
to another incineration plant.
I asi week, the Richmond
City Commission passed an
ordinance ihai would ban the
transport ol chemical weapons
through Richmond city limits,
"I applaud it." Williams said.
"It sends a stroitK signal..."
I lie l. its ol Hi i e,i passed a
similar ordinance several years
ago. Williams said. He also said
the Madison Counlv Kiscal

SECURITY: New shipment of
cards expected in next few weeks
From Page Al
come and lei me in."
Weigand feels the card
problem is the university's
fault 'They should have obviously looked into (hole-punch
ing the cards) before." she
said.
"I don't think they really realized how students
were n<'inu to react with the
cards." Brock said. "A lot of
us punched holes in them for
easy access, to put them on
key chains."
She thinks it was a good
move for the security system
to be deactivated. "It isn't fair
to have card readers active
when so many students are
having problems with their
cards and students who actually live in residence halls,
they're not able lo gel in. so it
(causes a big hassle)." Brock
-.aid.
Middleton said the university was not notified by the
company of a possible problem
with punching holes in the IDs
because everyone was under
the impression there was just
a single chip in residential student IDs and not an additional
copper antenna running along
the edges of the card.
'There is a chip in the center of the card, however, we
were not aware of the antenna." Middleton said. "I don't
think that the company purposefully withheld any information. Now that we know
about the issue, we will be able
to work with students on dos

$2 on
Haircut

447 Big Hill Avc

The next Chemical
Destruction Community
Advisory Board will be at
1 p.m. on Tuesday in the
Perkins Building

Court has plans to IKISS a similar ordinance.
Morales said it students or
Richmond residents are con
cerned about issues dealing
with the depol they should
attend the Feb. l"i meeting and
voice their opinions.
"We're encouraging the public to attend." Morales said.
Residents can contact the
Bechtel Parsons Blue (irass
Outreach Office at 6263944 or
at outreach@bechtel.conr.

Students will be able to get
in the basketball spint before
the men and women's games
against Southeast Missouri
on Feb. 17,
I In SKMl> Stomp is an
i \i nl to encourage student-,
in go in the basketball games,
said I am i' Mek hing Student
Government Association
president, flic object of the
SINK) Slump is |o level out
basketball attendance with
fall spoils, such as football,
that have large crowds and
numerous pre game activities.
("here will be a variety
ol activities including face
painting, activities booths.
sumo wrestling. I-shirt giveaways, iree Inod and drinks
and music during the SEMO
Slump. There will also be
door prizes and a grand prize
that will be giun away during
hall time ol the men's basket
ball game
Melching said his goal
is lo gather a bunch of Students together, build excitement, enjoy entertainment,
have fun, and hopeiully ihe)
will go away with a lew prizes and something lo do on a
Thursday night, and even bet-

Just a note
The SEMO Stomp will
be from 3:30 p.m. until
7:30 p.m. on Feb 17
in the Alumni Coliseum
Auxiliary Gym.

ler have people slay for the
games.
University Housing.
SGA. Student Life. Eastern
Athletics and .Aramark joined
forces to organize the SEMO
Stomp.
Melching said Jeff
Conner, vice president of
residence life, developed the
idea for the SEMO Stomp.
Melching and Conner joined
Kenna Middleton. director
of University Housing and
Dwighl Merillatl. assistant
athletics director on the planning committee for the event.
The SI M<> Slump will be
from 3:30 p.m. until 7:30 p.m.
on Feb. 17 in Ihe Auxiliary
(iym in Alumni Coliseum.
I he event is free to Eastern
students who bring their ID
cards.
Reach Havanna at
liai a nmi hagaHstfeku.edu

niN'/N
V'.nil

623-0020

$2 on

Kurtis Parson juggles the responsibilities of being a full-time student and
a resident assistant in Dupree Hall, as well as working in Lexington

$2 on
Haircut

Richmond. KY 40475

Haircut

Casey Castlp Progress

Reach Kasey at
kasey io4e7@eku.edu

BY_ HAVANNA HAGANS

Reach Megan at
megan JunesI2'.t"eku.edu

Big Hill Barber Shop

Just a note

Students given
opportunity to
show school spirit

and don'ts for the future."
Middleton said she is considering a new no-piercing pol
icy for new ID cards.
"Whenever 1 work at the
front desk or whenever I'm
in the lobby, (the cards) are
complained about quite a bit,"
Brock said. "Everybody pretty much lives with ii I think
they've finally gotten over the
griping stage. It's just something they're learning to deal
with."
(.'aids will not be replaced
until a new' shipment of ID
cards arrives within the next
couple weeks, The deactivalion is in place because it will
take a while to replace dam
aged ID cards.
"Several of us went over
10 get cards made, and they
ran out ol cards." Brock said.
"They've been out of cards for
a little while now. The office
ordered a whole new stock,
and that's supposed to be in
within the next two weeks."
Weigand said she would get
her card replaced before Ihe
reactivation of the security sys
tern. "I'm not going to pay for
if." Weigand said.
"There will be no additional charge for a replacement card." Middleton said.
"Students will be asked to turn
in their card ... in exchange for
the replacement card. After
the initial recarding. students
will be subject to charges if the
card has a hole punched."

Take bypass to O'Charlcy's. then
take left onto Boggs Lane.
Go to the end of the street.
Shop is across from Bank One

Wed-Fri 12-7pm
Saf
12-5pm
Closed Sun-Tues

Matt McEaen

(859) 626-8855
105 S. 3rd St. Richmond, KY

Bring in coupon

ATrirtnoN FIGURE SKATERS!
Freestyle Ice Sessions
available mornings
and afternoons.

r
I

ReGIS SaLONS

20% Off Services 11
830 Richmond Mall
Richmond KY, 40475

Call TFSC for more information
(859) 278-7455

859-624-0066

Listen to the all new
Hits of the
80*8, 90's & Today
Go

Colonels!
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BY TYLER ROGERS

Stall write*
Try adding two jobs on
top of your normal class load
Thai is exactly what Dupree
Hall resident assistant Kurtis
Parson has done. One would
think all the added stresses of
two jobs would make for a very
hectic semester for I'arson. but
he takes it all in stride.
"It can be hectic sometimes.
I don'l gel as much sleep as I
used in. but its reall) nol thai
bad." said I'arson.
Parson has taken a job this
semester as the fourth floor
RA in Dupree Hall as well as
a job working two nights a
week at Kohl's in Lexington.
That means an extra 21 hours
ol work in addition to his 15
hours ol classes. Despite the
increased work. I'arson is still
enjoying his college experience.
"1 enjoy the job; it's not real
difficult and it helps me pay for
college." said I'arson.
Handling all of this work
requires a lot of lime management. Every Tuesday night
I'arson must he on duly for six
hours. He routinely multitasks,
doing homework in his room
while he is on duly. He also has
time over the weekends to gel
caught up on any class work he
may need to complete, he said.
"Hie weeks are really busy,
but my weekends aren't too
bad." said I'arson.
The typical day of a RA is
not much different from that
of other students. They still
have the same class load and
stresses that everyone else
must face.
Hut in addition to Ihe normal rigors of student life. KAs
are responsible for a number

Affordable
Classifieds
Call

The Cut & Color Experts

Lexington Ice Center

j-rry How Hit;
eenwnl K« ~
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Resident assistants juggle
school, job responsibilities
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of (asks. RAs are responsible
for building a positive environ
men! on their fl«Kir Ihey must
have a one nil-one uncling
with their residence hall coordinator evel > week as well a- a
meeting for the entire hall stafl
ITiey are responsible for working four hours ol desk work
and one hour, in the mail room
each week. RAs must also in
on duly one night a week as
well as three weekends each
semester: When on duly, RAs
are responsible for helping students locked out ol their room
gel another room key and
responding to any complaints
in the hall.
"Thai's the worst pail ol this
job. writing people up al odd
hours.'' said I'arson.
Still, with these drawbacks
the job does come with ils
perks. KAs gel lo have a pi i
vale room ai a fraction ol the
usual cost Also. RAs are paid
a stipend ol Sl.l ll> each semes
hi Many days their job does
mil lake up much ol their time,
allowing them to locus on other
things. When an opening came
up. I'arson saw an opportunity
in help pa) his way through
college.
"Dupree needed somebody
on the fourth floor and I needed money lo pay for school, so
I guess things kinda worked
out." said I'arson.
To be an RA students need
lo be able lo work well with
others and enforce the policies ol the university. The job
requires al leasl one nighl each
week and five hours throughout the week. I'arson has been
able to fill all the requirements
of the job and a whole lot more.

Ms MUMMI»«» MM KMII

Thursday -Saturday
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

"Walk-ins Welcome'
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A DAY IN THE LIFE Ol
A RESIDENT ASSISTANT

IniArelai
Interstate
News & Tobacco
161 N. Keeneland
858 624.1122
Large selection of classic movies
Tobacco products
Rentals & Adult Magazines
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Viewing Booths
Big Screen Room
!
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Maze
of
Information

Tracy Haney, editor

► News Quiz

OK, boys and girls. It's time
to test your knowledge of
what's going on at Eastern.
If you don't know the answers,
don't worry. Just go to
www.easternprogress.com and
you can cheat.

Few aware of public's right to records

^^
Eastern students
V
participated in an
■
audit to test:
^^
a) Kentucky's open
records laws.
b) Kentucky's traffic laws.
c) The circulation of The
Progress.

Most citizens would never walk into the local
Five campus buildings were affected
by what?
a) A fire
%
b) A power-outage
c) Flooding

school board and ask for the superintendent's contract <»r into the sheriff's office to see a lisl of prisoners.
Students at Eastern would probably expect
to be laughed at if they visited the athletics office

^—
Residents are having
■
problems with what
W
residence hall
^^
feature?
a) Community bathrooms
b) Laundry rooms
c) Card proximity readers

for a quick look at the director's contract or if they
requested a copy of the Foundation Board's budget.
Everyone, not just journalists, has a right to this
information, but few are aware.
And what's even more disheartening is a lot of
public agencies in Kentucky don't know this either.
An audit held in October by the Kentucky Press
Association measured the compliance of public agencies throughout the state to open records requests.
Many of the participants in the audit were turned
away or asked to give a reason for their request.
A reason is not required to obtain open records
Neither is identification.
Kentucky has its own open records laws requiring any public agency to respond to a written open
records request within three days.

When newspapers and television stations file open

If the request is not fulfilled, the agency must give an
adequate reason and cite the law prohibiting the agency
from providing the information.

Bob Flynn/Progress

records requests they are merely asserting their rights as
public citizens.
What are these people doing?

Public agencies should not only take the time to study

The media use open records requests all the time

up on open records, but to respect citizens and media

because part of its job is to hold the government

alike when they ask lor a record that should be made

accountable for its actions.

available to everyone.

%
a) Preparing for a production of Cats.
b) Cheering at the Touchstone
All "A" Classic.
c) Painting the Student Services
Building.

► Campus Comments
The Touchstone All "A" Classic was held at Eastern last week. Staff writer Chad Hutchison asked students how the All "A" affected them.
LATONYA
LORD

The traffic was
thick and a lot of
valuable parking
was taken.
Hometown:
Lexington
Major Business
marketing
Year Sophomore

HardmsborR
Mjjor Fire
science
Year Senior

I work at
McDonald's, and
it kept us really
busy.

It didn't affect
me. I didn't even
see a game of the
tournament.
Hometown:
Louisville
Major: Special
education
Year Junior

►How to reach us

It took my time
because I worked
as a volunteer.
Hometown:
Mane Lester
Major Middle
grade education
Year Senior

ie Eastern

Phone: (859) 622-1881 I E-Mail: progress@eku edu I Fax: (8591 622-2354

To report a story or idea

To place an ad

My turn & letters policy

News
Kasey Doyle, 622-1872

Display
Adam Baker, 622-1881

Tlie Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on
campus or in the community and not be longer than 1.000
words.
Authors can bring their columns i<> The Progress office
at 117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication. Usually the author's photograph is included with the
column.
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only flies.
Columns and letters to Ihe editor may also be e-mailed to
The Progress at progress "cku.i du or faxed to the office at
(859) 622-2354.
Die Process does not print :nionymoua columns or letters. Please include a phone number and address for verification purposes only, not for publication.
The editor of The Progress reserves the right to edit columns and letters for length.

Accent
Stephanie Schell, 622-1882
Around&About
Carrie Harris, 622-1882
Who's That?
Kelly McKinney, 622-1872
Sports
Todd Purvis, 622-1872
The Studio
Brittney Haynes, 622-1572

Classified/Subscriptions
Gina Portwood. 622-1881
To suggest a photo or
order a reprint
Marcie McDowell. 622-1578
To subscribe
Subscriptions are available
by mail at a cost of $1 per
issue; $20 per semester,
or $38 per year payable in
advance.
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Student finds Mr. Perfect
DOYLE
My Turn

I've always hated Valentine's
I toy.
My pasl theory has always
been thai ii is a conspiracy,
between florists, card makers
and candy companies to exploit
die most important human emotion lor a profit, and Cupid is the
mastermind behind the whole
thing,
of course, these were the
rantingsofa bitter, lonely, single
woman. I watched my friends
(float about the roses they
received from their boyfriends
or romantic candlelit dinners in
the moonlight It all made me
want to puke ... until I found
Mr. Perfect.
Mr. Perfect is every woman's
dream man. He's wholesome

and clean cut with a big toothy
Krin. He's dark and handsome.
He has dashing good looks and
a nood fashion sense, He looks

like the Ail-American boy next
door, and he always has the

right thing to say to make you
feel like the most beautiful, SHrial woman on earth.
for st^.cSii you can purchase
your own Mr. Perfect at Wal-

Mart

He stands about IL'" high
and when you squeeze his hand
he says things like: "I've been
thinking about you all day."
"Sweetie, you don't need make
up, you're always beautiful"'
and "I'm the luckiest guy in the
world when I'm with you."
He is attentive to any woman's wants and desires, and he's
everything that most women
want in a man. He offers to

do the dishes and carpool the
kids. He even suggests you
go shopping with his money,
"Nchnookumv I've left you with
some extra cash to go shopping
with the girls todaj "
How perfect is that!'
Okay, so I don't actually own
one of these dolls, but I was
mesmerized by his charm tinother night while I was gro
eery shopping, and for a brief
moment considered purchasing
thi-, fascinating little doll. I carried him around in the shopping
cart as he charmed me with his
affectionate, fictional phrases
He, like his human counterparts, knows exactly what to
say to make you want to take
him home with you. However.
my common sense kicked in
and I realized how stupid it was
to bin this toy, especially if it is

almost $13.

For $13 I could buy myself a
dozen roses.
I Tic -n I imagined myself sitting at home alone on Feb. 14
with Mr. Perfect on the couch
beside me. keeping me company while I ate a gallon of Rocky
Road and watched "When a
Man loves a Woman."
How pathetic is that?
I wonder how many single
women actually bought ibis

doll
As if it isn't bad enough
that we have the florists, card
makers, candy companies and
Cupid in on the conspiracy, now
toy makers join the plot.
single women beware; we
are all doomed.
Kasey is a senior journalism
major from Flemingsburg. She is
the news editor for The Progress.

Brooke Rasor/Progress

► Setters to the editor
MESSAGE BOARD

Kentucky's open records policy allows
citizens to have access to public
records. Have you ever been denied a
public record?
Tell us about it!
To join the discussion, go to
<www.easternprogress.com>

One LOW PRICE for AH Day FUN!

$5.00 ACCESS PASS...
Includes All Day Play +
A FREE DRINK & SNACK!
Afternoon Special... ONLY $3.00 Open until 6pm

Billiards • Foosball • XBOX

Sorority should write apology
for member's "rude comments"
I happened to attend the
recent midnight breakfast last
weekend, and I was appalled at
what I witnessed.
Tile service sorority. Kappa
Delta Tan was serving (as most
organizations do). One ol the
members actually went to one
of the chefs and told them that
they went and "talked to Branch
and SHE said that they didn't
have to clean up because cleaning up is THF.IR (the workers in
the cafeteria) job."
When the chef attempted
to mention that they were not
TOLD to help clean tables, just
ASKFI). since that is what most
sororities and fraternities do.
■This one girl (not the sorority
itself) was so obnoxious that she
gave a less than stellar impression of the organization she is in
that night. She was so rude and
disrespectful, they were told

that if they were loo good for
anything that they could leave
and rightfully so.
However. I'm Wondering
how this one slipped through
the cracks of the YKRY selective Greek system because
when the chef turned around,
she turned to one of the other
members and said "Who in the
hell does HE think hi- is!'"
WHAT?! How rude can
someone possibly be? How
annoyingly moronic.
First of all. it was a rude
comment because all of our cafeteria workers bust their butts
on a daily basis, some working
18 hour days to make sure that
this ENTIRE campus is fed and
you're going to be asinine and
disrespectful because you are in
a SERVICE sorority at EKU?
Another thing that bothers
me is that this girl is white

and the staff member is AfricanAmerican. Now. I don't know
about anyone else on campus,
but if I was a parent lure for
one of the many events that arc
being held all week on campus and I heard that. I wouldn't
allow my child to go to college
here because obviously people
are racist, or at the very least
prejudiced.
Now. I'm not saying that
everyone is prejudiced or racist. I'm just saying that people
that tend to hold themselves
tar above society in general
should watch what they do and

say because there is Al

WAYS

someone watching.
I think thai Ibis girl should
write a letter of apology and
grovel for this staff member's
forgiveness for her unacceptable behavior for two reasons:
A) She tried to treat someone

as a second-class citizen and B)
Just because she is in a sorority, albeit a SERVICE sorority.
does NOT mean that she can
be an ungrateful and rude to
someone because she's too lazy
to wipe off some tables.
I also think that the sorority
should also write a public letter
of apology for their member's
rude comments because what
your members say and how
they act DO reflect on the organization as a whole.
I also hope that Kappa Delta
Tan becomes a little more selective in its choosing of members For example, actually
choose |>eople that WANT" and
feel the need to HELP OTHER
PEOPLE, since that is what a
SERVICE sorority is all about.
Georgia McCarthy.
Student .

Corrections
In the Feb. 3 issue of The Progress a student was misidentifted. Kristin Messina rehearsed for her role
in "The Vagina Monologues."
The Eastern Progress will publish clarifications and corrections as needed on the Perspective pages.
If you have a correction, please send it to the editor by noon Monday before publication on Thursday.

Ping Pong • Air Hockey • Skeeball • Table Games

CLUB4MVM
Available for Birthday Parties & Special Events
POKER TOURNAMENTS Tues-Thur S> 7:()(>PM

Contact Us for More Info:

Advertise
with us.

(859) 624-1444 • stored funasylum.com
246 \\. Main • Richmond. KY.
www.funasvlum.com - (i<> i<> the

MCNN.ILV

Bo.ml

Take the Chill off
around our

For
details,
call Adam
at
622-1459

<^f5
jmki

FIREPLACE
AWESOME DRINK SPECIALS

'College, (ffighi

If •

UK

MVtJM M»K1
■

^%CHA HEALTH

UKHeafthCare
HhKUIHfAIKK

T ■ -Mobile-

Thursday Nights
10:00 PM-2:00 AM
The Most Fun You Can Have With Your Clothes On!
$

8.00 Per Person
Includes:

Unlimited Cosmic Bowling • Those Cool Shoes • Games & Giveaways

Music By:

DJ NAFARIOUS

Turning i*,
■2

In Concert at Singletary Center ter the Arts
university of Kentucky
Fearer* 17,2005 at 8:00 PM
Tickets ON SALE NOW
$22-517
For Tickets. Contact the Singletary Center Ticket Office at
257-4929 or online at www uky.edu/scfa.
If you like rMman Brothers Band, Widespread Panic, andPhish,
youTI love Moc.
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Accent
Stephanie Schell. editor

^ We are the champions

The All "A" Classic
basketball tournament was
held at Eastern this past
weekend. Check out sports
for photos and details.
SPORTS / B4
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lay it
ethods available prevent STDs, pregnancy
Suter said. "They

BY STEPHANIE SCHELL

percent"

Accent editor

2.

A. kills sperm by being inserted into the
vagina with an applicator before sex.
B. the only 100 percent effective method
C. this is inserted into the vagina for
three weeks, releasing hormones to
prevent pregnancy
D. this is a pill taken at the same time
everyday

3.

Half of all pregnancies nationally art' unplanned and a combination of misused protection
or none at all. said Margaret
Suter, senior community health
nurse at Madison County Health
Department.
Not all contraceptive methods
protect against disease while protecting against pregnancy. The
misuse of these methods can cost
you your health.
Over 65 million people in the
United States live with an incurable sexually-transmitted disease.
Two-thirds of those STDs OCCUT
in people 25 years old or younger,
according to the American Social
Health Association Web site.
ashastd.org.
Amanda Woods, health educator at Kaslern, said it is important
for people to get tested forSTDs.
"If you are sexually active at
all." Woods said, "get tested."
liven if you do not think you
have a disease, it is a good idea
to get tested in cast' a disease is
contracted. One will be able to
go back and pinpoint a specific
time or partner he or she was
with when he or she thinks the
disease was contracted.
Chlamydia is the most frequently treated STD at Eastern's
Student Health Services, said
Pradeep Hose, the director of
health services at Eastern.
It is also the number one
treated STI) at the Madison
County Health Department, said
The most common form
is human papilloma virus,
said contracting HPV can
se some types of cancer and
if not treated.
There are many methods of
-trction for men and women
can reduce the risk of ion
trading an STD if used consistently and correctly. Suter said
there are more options for women
than there are for men. The best
option, she said, is to "save yourself for marriage and stay away
from drugs and alcohol," which
can affect decision-making abilities.
For those deciding to be sexually active, there is protection out
there. The most popular form
of protection against STDs and
pregnancies in terms of availability and effectiveness is the condom. The pill is also a well-known
method of protection against
pregnancy.
Chris Dodson. 20, said he is
not fully aware of all his options.
The dietetic major said condoms
are convenient.
"People pass them out."
Dodson said. "They're right
there."
He also said if other forms of
birth control were offered for
free it might increase awareness
of the types of protection available, and others may take the
initiative to try other forms that
may prove to be more beneficial
for them.
"People should be smarter
lit sex," Dodson said.
Any sexual activity can have
sequences. No method is
letely reliable, including
ms.
ondoms are not perfect,"

When used correctly, latex
condoms can be up to 97 percent effective against pregnancy.
Using a condom containing spermicidal lubricant can increase
effectiveness to iW percent
Animal-skin condoms do not
protect against STDs or HIV/
AIDS like latex ones do. Hose
said animal-skin condoms contain
small holes, which allow diseasecausing bacteria to move through
the condom.
The female condom is a bit
more difficult to use than the
male condom. Woods said. This
form of protection can be worn
up to eight hours before sex and
protects the pelvic area from skin
disease a regular condom doesn't
protect against. Perfect use of a
female condom can yield 95 percent effectiveness.
The pill is a daily hormone lor
women containing estrogen and
progestin. These hormones prevent ovulation while thickening
the mucus of the cervix, blocking

sperm. The pill must be taken

at the same time every day and
monthly to ensure the best prolection.
"It's hard to take a pill everyday," Suter said.
Missing pills or taking late
pills can affect the quality ol protection.
With all the forms of protection
available, people still choose
not to protect themselves
Woods said communication
is an issue in lack of protection.
She also said some people doI noi
not
know what their options may 1
"Some (people) don't thin
hu\
(pregnancy) will happen to them,"
em.">
Suter said. "They don't know contraceptives are available."
Bose said some people do not
obtain birth control hi-cause of
the lack of funds. With some
birth control, pelvic exams and
pap smears are required. Some
people cannot afford to get this
type of examination.
He also said students are busy
and often do not have time to go
to the doctor. Plus, the exam is
invasive to some women.
Education is key when it comes
to sex and protection options.
Psychology major. Joya Kelly,
21. said she feels Eastern is doing
its part in educating students on
how to protect themselves and
offering free protection. Her parents have spoken to her openly
about sex since she was 16.
She feels condoms are the
most convenient way for Eastern
students to protect themselves.
At Student Health Services, there
is always a bowl of condoms for
anyone's use, she said.
"People should be safe and'
be conscious about who they're
with," Kelly said.
She said there are too many
diseases out there to tempt fate,
and both parlies are always
responsible for safe sex.
The best advice: Eind the form''
of birth control that work best for
you. Use the product properly to
ensure the highest level of protection.

E. covers the cervix and uses spermicide
to help its effectiveness
F. has to be taken within Tl hours after
an "accident" to prevent pregnancy
G. worn over the penis; comes in plastic,
latex or animal skin
H. sticks to the skin of a female
a week at a time for three weeks of
the month releasing hormones into
the body

Reach Stephanie at
stephanie_schell@eku.edu

Photo illustration by Brooke Rasor/Progress
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Bowjers don't spare Jove
U

22nd Bowl for Kids' Sake
supports Richmond's youth

It's a really fun
environment and
(Big BrothersBig Sisters) does
a really good job.
It's cool to see
all the different
Eastern groups
that come out.

ol the money collected will
be used Inward pairing a volunteer mentor with a child in
need, l'hey are matched based
By knocking down pins mi their personalities and inter;it ihi (ialaxy Bowling Alloy, est-., bin before ili.it happens
hi-iini students can support screening has in be done; and
.ichild in mid
that's where the BI'KS money
Hig Brothers-Big Sisters oi
is the most useful,
ilic Bluegrass is sponsoring
"We use the money to pay
ill.- 22nd Annual Howl for Kids' lor screening, background
Sake on Feb. 17.
checks, interviews, reference
This is a national fund-rais- checks and mentor training."
ing effort, and the only fund- (lay said.
—Jennifer Borrego
raiser the organization holds.
Most of the group particiBFKS participant
I .I-I year ii made approximatepants so far have been Creek.
ly sj."..Dim, and a large por- bul other groups such as
»
tion of the amount came from Colonels Who Care, Colonels
Kastern's community.
for Christ, the nursing depart- pus. but they keep going back
Lisa (lay. regional coorment and sports teams like
because "it's really fun and it's
dinator for Big Brothers-Big the Lady Ruggers have shown
a cool cause. It helps out a lot
Sislers, said in the past the
interest as well.
of kids." Borrego said.
organization received $3,000
BFKS is a worthwhile event
In order to earn money for
In $4,000 from Eastern, but
to attend because students bowling, groups must first
alter posting the information "can raise money for a good
gather funds from sponsors.
concerning the fund raiser in cause and have fun al the same
Gay prompts participants to
the Powell Building last year, time,'' day said.
ask anyone and everyone they
and Idling students stumble
Jennifer Borrego. a senior come across to sponsor their
ill loss it themselves, participa- nursing major, agrees
team. The money doesn't have
tion and funds have increased.
Borrego has participated in to be collected right away or
"We got s ld.ooii from the BFKS the past three years brought to the bowling alley
Kastem last year." she said.
with (lamina Beta Phi. an on the day of the evenl. The
Kastern has its own BFKS honor service society.
sponsors can be billed after
separate from the rest of
last year her group raised
the event is over.
Richmond, however "all the §1.047—the most out of all the
Borrego has already startmoney made in Madison conn
groups that participated from
ed looking for sponsors ibis
l> -lays in Madison county." Eastern.
year and has collected about
(la> said.
Gamma Beta Phi initially s:?.r>. She usually asks her famBut where exactly does it
found out about the cause from ily and friends, and sometimes
go?
student life and all of the infor- even sponsors herself.
(lay said a large portion mation posted around camAny person who raises $40
BY CARRIE HARRIS
.'

::■'■:

Marcie McDowell/Progress
The 22nd Annual Bowl tor Kids' Sake will be held at Galaxy Bowl on Feb. 17. The money made from
this tund-raiser will benefit Big Brothers-Big Sisters of the Bluegrass To register your group, pick up a
sponsor sheet on the main floor of the Powell Building.
or more gets a free T-shirt.
(iay said raising at least this
much is encouraged because
il will help Big Brothers-Big
Sisters make a profit, since it
costs about $10 per bowler to
host the event, (iay said.
For those who want to help,
but don"t have the time to gather a group of people to collect
sponsors, another option is
available.
On Feb. 13 from 1 p.m.5 p.m. and on Feb. 17 from
8 p.m.-11 p.m.. Triple Crown
Mortgage will be sponsoring
the 7-10 Challenge,
Lanes will be set up with

a 7-10 split, and for $3 a roll
or two rolls for $5 anyone can
attempt to knock both pins
down. The winner will receive
$1,500.
(iay and Borrego encourage Eastern students and residents of Madison County to
come out and participate in the
BFKS.
"It's a really fun environment and (Big Brothers-Big
Sisters) does a really good job.
It's cool to see all the different Eastern groups that come
out." Borrego said.
"I get to see a difference
being made by spending time

with (the children and their
mentors), but not everyone
has that kind of time to put
into the program. (By participating) they can still make a
difference." (iay said.
For more information contact Lisa (iay at Igaybbbs
bluegrass.org or call 624-2318.
Information as well as sponsor sheets can be found on
tin- main floor of the Powell
Building. There is no deadline
to register, so it is never loo
late to sign up.

keaili Carrie at
carrit harris46 S tku.edu
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Who's That?
Kelly McKinney, editor
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Eastern student records demo cd on own label
BV_KELULMCKIMNEY

Who's that?editor
Janine Clipson has achieved
what most people only dream

of.
She's recorded a record. In
tad. she has her own record
label.
Clipson is a freshman art
education major at Eastern.
She's a traditional Student.
So how did she net her own
record label so young?
Her record deal was originally a present from her father.
He has a friend who owns a
recording studio.
In his studio this past summer she recorded her album
and came up with the name of
her new record label. "Hair in
Crimson." so named because
of her fiery red hair.
The recording studio was
part of a laundry room. Clipson
said.
She remembers sitting on
the washing machine wearing
her headphones and singing.
Clipson has always loved
music. She grew up listening
to her dad play the guitar.
Her torn sweater and eye
brow piercing belie Janine's
strong Christian faith, her love
of people and how soft-s|>oken
she is.
She places a lot of importance on friends.
"I just love to love people."
she said. "I live by the rule if
you love them, tell them."
Her love is returned, if
driving from Cincinnati to
Richmond to watch her perform at Live Wire shows love;
about 10 people did just that
last Wednesday night.
It was her first time performing there, and she said
she was a little nervous, but
not too much because she's

Janine Clipson
Clipson's next
• Is a freshman art
education major at
Eastern

performance
will be at

• Is a senator in the
Student Government
Association

Live Wire on

• Is involved in Campus
Crusade for Christ

Saturday, Feb.

• Sings, plays the guitar,
writes her own music
and makes her own
jewelry

used to performing in front of
people.
She sang with a jazz band
for three years in Cincinnati,
her hometown.
Her band was one of the
top 10 selected to go to the
University of North Texas for
a jazz competition her junior
year of high school.
At live Wire on Wednesday.
Feb. 2. she performed with her
friend. Brian Beyke. who's a
sophomore youth ministry
major at Cincinnati Christian
University. She sang while he
played the guitar.
She said Beyke is a won
derful musician. She met him
when she came to Eastern last
August.
She tells him about songs
she's written and he improves
the music.
Clipson plays the guitar

26 from 9:30
to 11 p.m.

Brooke Rasor/Progress
Janine Clipson sang at the Live Wire last Wednesday night.
Her demo cd. which contains live original songs she co-wrote,
is on sale for S5 and can be bought by contacting Clipson.
as well. She only began playing about six months ago. so
Beyke has a lot more experience.
"Janine's really great to
work with," Beyke said. "I love
playing with her: she lias a
great voice and a gn.it heart."
Clipson's music is all original, mostly written by her and

Beyke.
It's Christian music, inspired

What's your scholarship?

by performers like Nora .loin-..
Sara Vaughn and Jewel.
Beyke plays the guitar in
cue song on Clipson's cd.
Clipson is very involved in
Campus Crusade for Christ,
and is very happy that she's
met people there who she can
call friends.
"It's really a blessing." she
said. "I'm so thankful that so
many people have come into

my life."
Clipson is also a senator
in the Student Government
Association.
She became involved in the
S<iA because she knew she
could immediately be "plugged
into it" because her sister is in
it as well as a good friend of
hers.
She wanted an organization
she could join as soon as she
started school.
Her sister, Katy Clipson. is a
senior deaf education major.
Clipson chose to conn- to
Eastern partly because her sister is a student at the university.
Music is not the only art
Clipson enjoys.
She writes everything from
Mings lo poems.
Her favorite type of art.

though, is jewelry-making.
She took two years of it in high
school and tell in love with it.
She made the bracelet she
wore at live Win-, a brass bangle with a turquoise inlay
Clipson is nni ,i |>ij» fan of
pop culture. She listens mainly
to her friends music,
Clipson said she's not sure
what she would do ii offered a
record deal that would require
her to move awaj or quit

school.
"It would depend on the
situation." she said "I'd really
have to think about it. I've met
some really good friends here:
then again, it would be the
chance of a lifetime so 1 would
probably do it."
Clipson said she believes
in taking things .me step at a
time.
"I know that there's a plan
out there for me." she said
In the meantime. Clipson
will continue to sing and go to
school.
She's using her talent to
help others.
Her demo compact disc is
on sale lor 85 and all proceeds
are going to the tsunami victims.
"1 love that the thing that I
love lo do can help other pro
pie." Clipson said.
As Beyke said. Clipson
doesn't sing lor selfish reasons
and always puts God first.
Her CD contains five original songs and can be bough)
from Clipson. Anyone inter,
ested can e-mail her at janine
clipson''yahoo.com.
Be sure to catch her next
performance at live Wire on
Saturday. Feb. 2t>.

Reach Kelly at
kelly _mckinneyl(hneku. edu
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Join Us At...

Summer Camp
i

Job Fair

m

TODAY
Powell Building
10:00am - 2:00pm
Find your scholarship opportunities
at our re-launched Scholarship Channel.

Visit www.easternprogress.com

Representatives from
camps throughout Kentucky
and surrounding states
will be present to discuss
summer openings at their
respective camps.

powered by

For more information contact
the Dept. of Recreation & Park Administration at
(859)622-1837
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Women's tennis
return to action
after slow start
BY BRANDON RQBEBIS_
' mt sports editor

After almost two weeks since
competitive play. Eastern's
women's tennis team will return
id the court this weekend hosting three matches.
Eastern welcomes the
Dayton Flyers in Richmond
Friday before .'i double-header
against Lipscomb and Wright

Slate Saturday.
"It is still very tough competition." coach Kdb Oerlel said.
"The teams aren't as good as
the ones two weeks ago*, but
they are definitely not pushovers."
Depending on the eligibility status of Sandra Soditt come
the weekend, all the players will
play at the same s|x>t in the lineup as before.
Meredith Giles will remain
at No. l. Lucia Vojtkova at
No. 2. Hannah Bartsch at No.
:s. Lindsey Herrera at No. 4.
Term Knot at No. 5 and Kim

1 Inderdonk at No. 6.
Eastern has defeated Dayton
the past two seasons.
"It's kind of tool's gold."
Oertel said about the way his
team has fared against the
Dayton squad. "They are a terrific team and it just seems the
last couple of times we have
played them they have been

shorthanded."
With .i 1-2 overall record this
season. Oertel is adamant about
not taking any team lightly.
"You can't underestimate any
team in the Division I college

BY BRANDQNJlQflEBIS
After a third-place finish
at Purdue's Gene Edmonds
Cup Invitational last weekend,
Eastern track team gears up
for another competition on the
road
Coach Rick Krdmann's
squad will travel to
Murfreesboro, Tenn., to compete in the Middle Tennessee
Invitational Saturday.
Erdmann was optimistic
about his team's performance
last weekend and looks to continue the success
"Considering our situation, third place is not bad."
Erdmann said. "We have limitations in that we don't compete
in some of the field events it
was real difficult for us."
The men earned three
first-place finishes in events
at Purdue. Dallas Robinson
grabbed the top slot in the 60meters with a time of 6.KH seconds. Steve Maina was the fastest in the 800-meters and Jacob
Korir won the 3,000-meter.

All 'A' action

44
We have to
go in with the
attitude that it
isn't going to be
easy, because if
we think it will
be easy, we are
going down.
-Rob Oertel
Head tennis coach

»
tennis world." Oertel said. "We
are going to put our best foot
forward."
Eastern defeated Wright

State last season and Lipscomb
has fallen to the Colonels sev
eral times.
These teams are looking to
get wins just like we are." (lertel
said. "We have to go in with the
attitude that it isn't going to be
easy, because if we think it will
be easy we are going down."
Friday's game versus Dayton
is slated for an 11 a.m. start.
Saturday's matches will begin at
8 a.m. against Lipscomb and 4
p.m. against Wright State
Reach Brandon at
brandon_roberts(teku. edu

Track team runs
with new plan
Assistant sports editor

Todd Purvis, editor

The women recorded two
top-three finishes as Melanie
Bailey finished second in the
60-meters and Morgan Bradly
placed third in the 200-meters.
"We are going to use
this opportunity at Middle
Tennessee to allow a lot of
teams to run." Erdmann said.
"This is an indoor meet and we
can run a lot of races and that
will help our conditioning."
Erdmann is using the
upcoming event an experiment.
"We have some guys that
are starting to run really well."
Erdmann said. "We are going
to run some different people in
some different events and compete in some different events
and mainly focus on our conditioning."
Some of the teams competing in the event are Western
Kentucky. South Alabama.
University of Chattanooga
along with Eastern and Middle
Tennessee.
Reach Brandon at
brandon_roberts@eku.edu

Photo submitted
Christian Academy of Louisville won the All A Championship
in the women's tournament Brookie Willoughby (#14), Ashley
Fishback (#44). Ah Shubert (#42) and Jessie Marshall (#20) pick
up the state championship tropny after dropping the defending

champions of Clinton County. The Lady Centurions held off [he
Lady Bulldogs 34-32 in Sunday's championship game. Junior
guard Meredith Marsh was named Most Valuable Player in the
tournament, she finished with 11 points in the final game.

For the 14th time. Eastern hosted the annual
Touchstone All A' Classic this past weekend. There
were 32 teams that competed in the tournament.
University Heights Academy beat Somerset High
School in the finals of the boy's action, while Christian
Academy of Louisville knocked off defending two-time
champion, Clinton County High School in the finals of
the girl's competition.

(Above) University Heights coach Marty Cline rallies his team in
Saturday's semi-final game against Newport Central Catholic.
The Blazers defeated Somerset 61-52 in the championship
game.
(Right) Junior guard Phillip Whitakers shot is contested by a
Somerset player in Saturday's game.

Photos by Nathan Gray/Progress

Late free throws lift Eastern over Tennessee State
BY BRANDON ROBERTS
Assistant sports editor

It came down to free-throws.
After winning five consecutive home games. Eastern's
l-ady Colonel basketball squad
went on the road again to battle Ohio Valley Conference foe

Tennessee state.
With just over seven seconds
on the clock, Candis Cook hit a
pair of free throws that earned
the Lady Colonels its sixthstraight victory 8048 over TSU.
The win was Eastern's 11th
in 12 games.
"Tennessee State is a real
tough team and it was a hard
fought game." I.ady Colonel
head coach Larry Joe Inman
said "We were back and forth
and we just happened to end up
on top at the end."
Eastern (13-7, 9-1) fought
back after a 90 TSU (5-15.2-7)
run put the Lady Tigers up 1Kigress 1" with just over 11 minutes to
play in the first half.
Junior guard Laura Shelton drives past a Morehead State defender eartier this year The Lady Colonels
A 7-0 Eastern run to end the
return to action tonight on the road against the Lady Bulldogs of Samford University.
half brought the score to 28-26

heading into the locker room.
A 9-0 run to begin the second half, sparked by a I.aura
shelton three-pointer, gave
Eastern a 35-30 lead with just
over 15 minutes to play.
Three minutes later, after
a 10-2 TSU run, Eastern was
again down with the I.ady
Tigers taking a 40-37 lead.
Down 56-51 at the 3:16 mark
in the second half. Tamara
Arnold hit a trey that brought
Eastern within two. Shelton
knotted it up 56-56 before I'am
Garrett grabbed an offensive
board and put it back up. giving
Eastern a two-point advantage.
"Our kids played hard,"
Inman said. They played to the
point where we could win."
A TSl i basket tied the game
once again with 2!) ticks left on
the clock.
Cook then hit the aforementioned tree-Throws that won the
game.
"We didn't take real good
care of the basketball and
we had too many turnovers."
Inman said. "We didn't rebound

or shoot the ball very well. I
thought those things hurt us
pretty bad."
Injuries and sickness have
caused the I-ady Colonels to
work through adversity, yet
keep on winning according to
Inman.
"We have had a lot of injuries
and 1 have always worried about
that." Inman said. "Hut now we
got this sickness thing going
on that has made one of our
leading scorers have to sit out.
I just Rope everyone is over it
before we head to Jacksonville
and Samford."
Eastern will continue its road
trip with two games this week.
Samford will host the white hot
I-atly Colonels Thursday before
Inman's squad travels to battle
Jacksonville State Saturday.
"Jacksonville State beat
II nnessee Tech and Samford
beat Austin Peay," Inman said.
"We are going into some very
hostile territory."
Reach Brandon at
brandon robertsneku. edu
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Road swing crucial for Eastern
BY TOPD

Punas

Sports editor

Matcie McDowell/Progress
Sophomore tennis player Nic Brenner returns a shot in this weekend's tennis match. The Colonels fell in both matches ot the doubleheader, falling to Abilene Christian 5-2. then to Chattanooga 6-1.
Brenner won Eastern's lone point in the match against Chattanooga.

Tennis team
drops 2-straight
BY TODD PURVIS

Sports editor

Eastern's men's tennis team
dropped two straight matches
this weekend and saw its overall
record fall to '.VI on the season.
"Moth teams that we played
this weekend were very good
teams.'' coach Rob Oertel said.
"Our guys played their hearts
out and were pretty beat up
from Friday, so we came out
and did the best we could on

Saturday."

Injuries have plagued the
Colonels so far this season, but
Oertel is optimistic about his
team's health.
"Nobody wants to let the
team down, even with injuries,
guys are playing their hardest
and they're going to do whatever they can to help us to win,"
Oertel said.
ITie Colonels lost their second straight match Saturday
when thev fell to Chattanooga
6-1.
Eastern lost the doubles
point for the second straight
match as Chattanooga swept
the competition for the first
point of the match.
The Colonels dropped their
second point of the day at the
No. 1 seed, when Eastern's lars
(iraztki fell to Arturo Navarro.
Eastern tallied its lone point
of the match at the No. 2 spot,
when Nic Brenner downed
Thomas Knizat in straight sets,
6-1,63.
"Nic played two matches at
No. 2," Oertel said. "He beat a
guy from Chattanooga that was
a pretty good player. He picked
up the biggest win of the weekend."
The Colonels dropped their
next four singles matches as
Chase Armstrong fell at the No.
:i s|x>t and Ircdcrieo (ioncalves
lost at the No. 4 seed.
Mario Simic fell at the No. 5
spot for (He Colonels and Ticha

Chikuni lost at the No. (> seed.
giving Chattanooga the (i-1 win.
After taking nearly a week
off from their last match, the
Colonels return to action Friday
at 7 p.m. to take on the Dayton
ETyers.
"We should be good to go."
Oertel said. "We just don't have
a lot of extra guys on the bench,
so even if our guys are hurt,
they've got to put thier best foot
forward and do the best they
can."

With conference action
beginning to tighten. Eastern
hits the road again in its first
of a two-game Alabama road
swing.
"The conference is really
tight right now, we can go from
second place to eight place
in one game, so this road trip
is huge for us." said Michael
Haney. senior forward for the
Colonels.
The Colonels take the court
at 8:30 tonight in Birmingham.
Ala. to take on the conference
leading Samford Bulldogs.
"It's.a huge game for us."
Haney said. "Samford is in first
place, but we've had four or
five days to prepare for them,
so we know what its going to
take to win."
Samford brings a conference record of 8-2 into the ballgame, while the Colonels hold
a 6-4 record in league play;
placing them in a fourth place
lie in the conference.
"If we do what coach tells
us to do and stick to our game
plan. I think we'll be ok."
Haney said.
The last outing between the
two league rivals was a tale of
two different halves that ended
in Samford's favor, 67-61. In
the first half of the contest, the
Colonels set the tempo and
had a 30-17 lead, which would
soon diminish. The Bulldogs
came out on fire in the second
half and connected on eight
of nine three-pointers and outscored Eastern by 19 points,
en route to a six-point victory.
Although Samford dropped
Eastern in the last meeting,
Haney said the Colonels
are belter prepared for the
Bulldogs this time around.
"We're going to try to get
the ball into the post and score
on them, because they play a
match-up zone," Haney said.
"We've been getting a lot of
shots up. but we can't rely on
the three, we're going to play
more inside out and try to get
into our offense."

Madison Indoor
Upcoming Events

• Teen Night (Ages 13-18) - Every
Saturday night beginning February 26,h.
• TNT - Technical and Tactica Class
-Ages 8, 9, 10 begin February 22nd
-Ages 11 and up begin February 16*
• Spring League - begins the week of March 21*
• DODGEBALL TOURNAMENT
• April lrt- 3rd. Register Online!*
* Ask about our college discounts

Austin Peay, 73-71.
The Bulldogs are led by the
sharp shooting ot .1 Robert
Merritt who averages 16.8
points per game, while shooting just below 17 percent from
behind the arc.
"This time we're going to
start Julian on him because
he's a real sticker." Haney
said. "We just need to always
know where he's at and not
loose him."
Randall dulina also sparks
Samford. as he scores 10.5
points per game this season.
The Colonels are led by
junior guard Matt Witt. Witt
averages 15.1 points and 6.5
assists per game.
Haney paces Eastern's front
court, with an average of 12.4
points and eight rebounds |HT
game.
Following tonight's game.
The Colonels return to tinhardwood this Saturday at 8::S(>
p.m. when they wrap up their
road swing by taking on the
(iovernors of Austin Peay.
Austin Peay is one of three
other teams tied with Eastern
at fourth in the league with a
6-4 record in ihc conference.
Eastern vs. Tennessee State
The lasl lime the Colonels
took the court they traveled to
Nashville and fell to the Tigers
of Tennessee State. 75-63.
"It was our fourth game in
seven days, so we were a little
lired, but we just didn't execute our offense."
Although Eastern has been
carried in its last two games Instrong shooting, the Colonels
hot streak came to an end. as
they shot only 38 percent from
the field in the first half and
trailed 34-25 at the break.
"In our last three games
we've been on fire, but we
didn't shoot the ball in very
well against Tennessee State."
Haney said.
After Eastern saw the
Tigers build their lead to 13

Marcie McDowell Progress
Sophomore forward Michael Brock goes up lor a shot earlier this
year against Morehead State University The Colonels take on
Samford University tonight at 8:30

points, the Colonels responded with a run of their own.
Eastern put together a 21-10
run. thai cut Tennessee State's
lead to two points at 57-55.
with just under six minutes left
in the game.
The Tigers responded
with a 14-2 run that put the
Colonels away, handing them
their fourth loss in league play.
Witt led Eastern in the
game with 20 points.

Junior center Alonzo Hird

chipped in with a game high
13 rebounds and finished with
-even points.
Tennessee state forward
Wayne Arnold scored a gamehigh 22 points lor lIn■ Tigers.
while guard Bruce Price finished with 18 points.
i,

Reach Todd at
tuilil Purvis 1 Weku.edu

Alabama native lifts team from post

Abilene Christian vs.
Eastern
BY HAVANNA HAGANS
In the first game of staff writer
Saturday's double-header.
Although her family is as far
Eastern picked up its second
loss of the season, falling to south as Lineville. Ala. 6-foot
Division II Abilene Christian f> tall senior Pamela Garrett said
she would not take anything
2.
"Even though Abilene back about her decision to play
Christian is a Division II team, basketball at Eastern.
"At first they thought it was
they've got more scholarships
than we've got and they've got a too far." (iarrett said, "but my
bigger budget than we've got." family has adjusted. They will
Oertel said. "They play primar- support me no matter what or
ily a Division I schedule, so by how far it is."
The former Lineville High
no way was it a bad loss losing
to them. They've got a good basketball player said home is
program and they beat a lot of peaceful, but the atmosphere
and friendly people are what
D-I teams."
In doubles play. Eastern brought her to Eastern and
dropped its first point of the sea- planted her feet firmly under
son as Abilene Christian swept the goal.
file only difference, (iarrett
Eastern's doubles competition.
'Hie Colonels dropped their said, is there are more people
first two singles matches when in college than high school.
Her favorite player of all time
Graztki and Brenner fell in
is WNBA Rookie of the Year,
Eastern's top two.seeds.
Wospil recorded the Chamique Holdsclaw. who is
first point for the day for the a forward for the Washington
Colonels as he dropped in three Mystics. Holdsclaw suffered
from two stress fractures in
sets. 4-6, &4. 60.
Armstrong and Conclaves her right foot during the spring
fell at the No. 5 and No. 6 spots, of 2000. (iarrett has a left foot
injury, which is also believed
respectively.
At the No. 6 spot, Simic to be a stress fracture.
Despite her injury, (iarrett
picked up the second point
of the day for Eastern as he continues to be a force for the
I.ady Colonels in the post as
downed Kevin Breedy 7-6.7-5.
well as a senior leader.
"When times get rough,
Reach Todd at
you can't give up." (iarrett
todd__purvisl@eku.edu
said. "I'm sure everybody gets
1136 Richmond Green Ct. Richmond, KY 40475
www.madisonindoor.com

Madison Indoor

Last weekend*, Samford
regained control of the sole
leader in the conference as
ii escaped with an overtime
victory over the Governors of

tired. It just depends on the
situation. If one person lets
down, the whole thing falls
apart."
darrctt said she constantly
tells herself her opponents are
going to give in soon and all
she has to do is "put the ball in
the net.''
"I think about winning, too."
(iarrett said.
With a strong desire to stay
in the sports field, (iarrett
chose a sports management
major and a coaching endorsement minor.
Garret also said she
wouldn't mind going oversea-,
to play basketball, or even
spend some time coaching a
team in the future.
(iarrett said her level of
aggressiveness is what she
thinks makes her different
from her teammates, and for
the future, she would like to
improve her ball handling
skills.
Bumping around and scuffling with her opponents underneath the goal, where she feels
most comfortable, is something Garrett said she likes
about playing basketball.
"I feel in control." Garret)
said. "I'd rather catch it in the
post then take it outside."
Outside the basketball
court, (iarrett said she likes
playing Softball and cooking.
"I miss my Mom's cooking."

Photo submittefl
Senior forward Pam Garrett is in her final year with the Lady
Colonels. Garrett has led Eastern to a 9-1 record in conference play

darrctt said.
After ten years of playing
basketball, senior Pam (iarrett
said, besides keeping her in
shape, basketball has enabled
her to meet numerous people.

including her best friend, and
it has taught her to never to
c|iiit.

Reach Havanna at
havanna hagans&eku edu
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1 Topping

HD$6.98
Domino's
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Expires 1/27/04

623-0030

•Valid only with EKU ID
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Lunch
Specials

$4.99
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11am-2pm
DOWNTOWN
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Greeks entertain to help charities
BY BHITTNEY HAYNES

Studio editor

With Greek Week coming to an
end. Eastern fraternities and sororities
are sel to entertain campus for a good
cause,
Greek Sing is the traditional end to
a week full of giving back to the comAwww ... Valentine's Day is Monday munity.
and all the couples on campus will be
It is a chance tor Greek students
giving each other goodly eyes and lots to cut loose and have a good time
(il sweet presents.
while also raising money lor St. Jude
Rial is. if you have a significant Children's Research Hospital and the
other. 1 am one of the fortunate or Madison County Food Bank.
unfortunate, depending on how you
The fraternities and sororities are
look at it. who will be single this holi- paired together and come up with a
day.
routine of lip syncing and dancing
Now don't feel bad for me because
This year, all the songs the groups
I'm not sad. After all, we single people use will be based on the overall theme
have to stick together.
ol "sensational sound tracks."
There's nothing worse though,
Die groups will be judged on catewhen every friend is getting engaged.
married or starting a family, and they
want to know why you haven't found
the happiness they have.
Don't get me wrong. I'm very happy
for people who have their honey, baby PRQORESS_SWF REPORT
or sugar pie. I often wish I had a man
lo snuggle with, but I also know thenare benefits to being single.
If you can't find the perfect
One. 1 get to tlirt with any guy and Valentine's Day gift, or it Cupid has
not feel guilty about it. Well, at least not lost your address, fear not. The love
ol Feb. 11 can still be found in films.
guilty because I'm cheating.
Two. I don't have to worry about
I lie Progress stall has reviewed
calling and checking in with a boy- three of its favorite romance films for
friend all the time.
you to watch on Monday.
And three. I don't have to deal with
all the drama and mind games that go
"When Harry Met Sallyalong with dating.
No matter how many romance
Most of the time I'm OK with movies hit the big screen. "When
my single status, but then a day like Harry Met Sally" will always remain a
Valentine's comes along and magnifies true classic.
the fact I'm alone.
The 1989 film stars Meg Ryan and
In time I have conn- to think ol this Billy Crystal who meet when they
holiday as just another day.
take a mad trip together to New York
Be like me. buy some cards then alter college. At the end of the ride
send them to the other loved ones in both are thankful to get rid of the
your life like friends and family.
other, but their paths cross again, and
And if you're still feeling gad, send in time they become more important
yourself an anonymous card or box of to each other than they ever thought
chocolates from your secret admirer they could be
I've never done it. though ... I swear.
There is no dotibl "When Harry
Me! Sally" will continue to touch the
Reach Cindy at
hearts of both those who've never
cynthia held@eku.edu
watched the film before and those

Valentine's Day not
special time for singles

gories such as originality, performance
and choreography.
It is time to break stereotypes, said
I indsay Williams, assistant director ol
student involvement and leadership
"There's more lo (Greeks) than
the letters they wear on their chest."
Williams said.
It is enjoyable for anyone, said
Bryan Beach, the public relations chair
for Greek Sing.
"We have (Greek Sing) because it's
fun." said Kenlon I'oyue. co-chair of
Greek Sing,
Greek sing will be held at 7:30
p.m Friday in Brock Auditorium.
Admission is SI wjth a canned good
and $2 without.
Reach Hrittnry at
brittney haynes I" ikii.edu

Photo submitted
Members of the Delta Zeta sorority performed at last year's Greek Sing. Students,
faculty and staff can watch sororities and faternities perform at 7:30 p.m. Friday.

Progress staff reviews favorite romance films
who still laugh uncoil
lably at Ryan's theatric;
orgasm hi the diner.
even though they've
seen it a hundred
times.
The film shows
love can be found
the most obvious plai
we just open our eyes
around, even if we've missed it once,
love can find us.
The Progress Staff gives "When
Marry Met Sally" four out ol five
hearts.

"Love Actually"
"Dive Actually" is ;i great romance
film. It isn't just one love slory. it is
seven or eight stories intertwined.
The situations are true to life, for
the most part. OK, so Hugh (Irani
playing the prime minister isn't so
"real life." but there is an affair, a first
love, the loss of a love and the search
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Madison Indoor
COACHES NEEDED
Must be enthusiastic and enjoy
working with small children.
Knowledge of soccer helpful.

$8-12 hr. Call 625-1320.
$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS our free (yes, free)
fundraising solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in earnings for your group. Call TODAY for a $450 bonus
when you schedule your non-sales fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser. Contact CampusFundraiser,
(888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.cQm

c

HELP
WANTED

FOR RENT

J

YOU CAN PLEASE
EVERYONE!
You'll be pleased to know
Mary Kay offers products
everyone will love. From
the latest looks to advanced
skin care. Ask me about our
exciting product line today!
Grace Size/more, Independent Beauty Consultant,
gracesizemore^marvkav.com
859-314-4974

PERSONAL
LexingtonMojo.com
The digital handprint on the
Bum of the city.
LexingtonMojo.com

Spring Break 2005
with STS, America's
#1 Student Tour
Operator. Hiring
campus reps. Call
for group discounts.
Info/Reservations
1-800-648-4849.
www.ststravel.com

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK CRUISE
5 DAYS $2991

Radio Ix'gend Rick Dees
wants to help you hit a
financial home-run. Call
Chris at 1-877-807-6472.

c

FOR SALE

Includes Meals, Parties With Celebrities
As Seen On Real World, Road Rules, Bachelor'
Award Winning Company!
Spr'ngPrgqkTr-ave-l.corri
1-800-678-6386

>

Lancaster Ave. Apartments.
SPRING BREAK SPECIALS!
1 Block from EKU. Student
Panama City A Daytona 7 Nights, 6 Free Parties $159'
Leases available Spacious
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Nassau $499 Including Air'
3 & 4 Bedroom TownBahamas Cruise $2991
houses. Up to 3 baths.
W/D hook-up and covered
SpringBrgqkTrqvel.cprn.
decks. All Utilities Paid.
1-800-678-6386
625-5757.
'The Eastern Progress is not responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads

look-up.

Use unlike real life, everyne ends up happy. It is a
movie though and that is
what we all want idealistically. Nobody wants
to watch a romance film
ive everyone end up sad
Actually" is certainly a
romantic comedy. It is an easy movie
to watch and relate to because there
are so many different love stories.
The I'rogress staff gives "Love
Actually" four and a half out of five
hearts.

"I-ove and Basketball"
Then- are so many love movies
thai make a Valentine's list it's hard to
pick a favorite. "Dive and Basketball"
is a movie that doesn't get the recognition it deserves.
This movie isn't great because of
basketball, but because it incorpo-

rates all the elements of a lovey-dovey
movie that you would expect.
First of all. it incorporates a child
hood romance. The idea of soulmates
is always romantic.
Two. it has good love scenes
They're not too graphic, but sexy and
fun. D't's be honest; we all know the
love scenes are what make the movie
worthwhile.
Three, there's conflict and heart
break. If a lovers' spat doesn't happen
in a love story, it just doesn't seem
real, plus it adds tension.
And last, but most important. "Dive
and Basketball" has a happy ending.
It is awful to sit through a tumultuous
on-screen romance only to be disappointed when it turns out the way you
didn't want.
The Progress staff gives "Dive and
Basketball" three and a half hearts
out of five.

Reach the Progress staff at
progress@eku. edu

